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Abstract
When evaluating and comparing Answer Extraction and Question Answering systems one can distinguish between scenarios for different
information needs such as the “Fact Finding”, the “Problem Solving”, and the “Generic Information” scenarios. For each scenario,
specific types of questions and specific types of texts have to be taken into account, each one causing specific problems. We argue that
comparative evaluations of such systems should not be limited to a single type of information need and one specific text type. We use
the example of technical manuals and a working Answer Extraction system, “ExtrAns”, to show that other, and important, problems
will be encountered in the other cases. We also argue that the quality of the individual answers could be determined automatically
through the parameters of correctness and succinctness, i.e. measures for recall and precision on the level of unifying predicates, against
a (hand-crafted) gold standard of “ideal answers”.
1. Introduction
The classical type of information need satisfied by ex-
isting IR systems can be described with the scenario of “Es-
say Writing”: If you have to write an essay on a given topic
you need to locate as much backup material dealing with
this topic as possible, i.e. preferably whole documents1.
Increasingly, more specific types of information needs
become important. First, one need not catered for by the
“Essay Writing” scenario is a determination to locate fac-
tual knowledge about individually identifiable entities, con-
cerning their location in time or space, their properties, or
their identity with other entities. This could be called the
“Fact Finding” scenario, and it is the situation assumed by
the QA Track of TREC. The questions are factual questions
(“where is/who is XYZ”). One source of such information
is, of course, news items but also includes encyclopedias,
text books, and fact sheets.
A second, equally important, information need beyond
the “Essay Writing” scenario arises in situations where con-
crete problems require explicit solution(s) from a collection
of documents. This could be called a “Problem Solving”
scenario, and the questions asked are procedural (“how do
I do XYZ”). A typical, real world, example is that of an
airplane maintenance technician who needs to repair a de-
fective component. He must locate in the massive mainte-
nance manual of the aircraft the exact description of the
specific repair procedure. Other text types that contain pro-
cedural information are “case data bases” used for trouble
shooting purposes, operational handbooks, and some types
of scientific articles (e.g. diagnostic and therapeutic reports
in medicine).
Third is the situation where you need to find informa-
tion about principles and regulations, i.e. what one might
call the “Generic Information” scenario. The typical ques-
tions are definitional (“what is”), and the typical texts con-
sulted in this situation are on-line encyclopedias, but also
technical standards publications. Many technical manuals
also contain numerous definitions of concepts or devices.
1It has been often observed that Information Retrieval should
rather be called “Document Retrieval”.
It can also be argued that deontic texts (laws etc.) also fall
under this heading, and they are extremely important in so-
ciety.
What users need in the “Fact Finding”, “Problem Solv-
ing”, and “Generic Information” scenarios are systems ca-
pable of finding those exact (parts of) sentences in docu-
ment collections that constitute the answer to their ques-
tion. Depending on the type of question (“where is/who is”,
“how do I”, “what is”) different problems will be prominent
to different degrees. Thus, named entities are important for
answering factual questions but less so for problem solving
and definitional questions. There is also evidence that for
the latter two types of questions a deeper (syntactic and se-
mantic) analysis of questions is needed than for the factual
ones. In order to define standards for comparative evalua-
tions that are not biased towards one particular type of in-
formation need, examples of queries and texts of different
types should be used from the very beginning.
In the present position statement we will briefly de-
scribe ongoing research in the related fields of Question
Answering (QA) and Answer Extraction (AE), primarily
in the dual context of the TREC QA track (section 2.) and
of our own work on the first text type mentioned above, i.e.
technical manuals (section 3.). Later we will present some
of the problems that are specific to different text types (sec-
tion 4.), briefly consider the difficulties of evaluating AE
systems (section 5.), and finally mention the resources used
in our work (section 6.). As relative ’outsiders’ we explic-
itly aim at providing a critical and, in some respects, dis-
senting voice, giving the view of somebody approaching
Question Answering from a perspective different from that
defined (and circumscribed) by the TREC QA track.
2. Results from TREC
Results from the two first TREC Question Answer-
ing Tracks (Voorhees, 2000; Voorhees and Harman, 2001)
seemed to show that standard, keyword based, IR tech-
niques are not sufficient for satisfactory Answer Extraction.
When the answer is restricted to a very small window of
text (50 bytes), systems that relied only on those techniques
fared significantly worse for the kind of questions used in
the QA track than systems that employed some kind of lan-
guage processing.
More successful approaches employ special treatment
for some terms (Ferrett et al., 2001) and named entity
recognition (Humphreys et al., 2001), or a taxonomy of
questions (Hovy et al., 2001). Interestingly, some sort of
convergence appears to be emerging towards a common
base architecture which is centered around four core com-
ponents (Abney et al., 2000; Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001).
Passage Retrieval (Clarke et al., 2001) is used to identify
paragraphs (or text windows) that show some general sim-
ilarity to the question (according to some system specific
metric), a Question Classification module is used to de-
tect possible answer types (Hermjakob, 2001), an Entity
Extraction module analyzes the passages and extracts all
the entities that are potential answers, and finally a Scoring
module (Breck et al., 2001) ranks these entities against the
question type, thus leading to the selection of the answer(s).
The results of this general design are promising for the
kind of factual questions that make sense in the context
of news messages. Since such questions ask mostly about
properties of individually identifiable entities, good named
entity recognition can go a long way towards finding in-
formative text passages. However, for other types of ques-
tions (procedural and definitional) we need to be able to
analyze other types of constructions, and pinpoint answers
more precisely. This means that the choice of a single type
of text for the purpose of comparative evaluation creates
the risk of “over-fitting” in that all competitors converge on
the techniques used by the most successful system for this
particular type of text. This effect tends to stifle innova-
tion rather than foster it, and we think that a wider range
of texts should be used in comparative evaluation from the
beginning to counteract this danger.
It appears that, partly, the problem has already begun to
emerge in the latest TREC QA track (TREC10). On one
hand, many systems are converging towards the ‘generic
AE system design’ described above, on the other hand, the
system that did best (Soubbotin and Soubbotin, 2001) made
massive use of heuristics and patterns, that might have lim-
ited portability to other domains and other types of applica-
tions.
3. ExtrAns
Over the past few years our research group has devel-
oped an Answer Extraction system (ExtrAns) (Rinaldi et
al., 2002; Molla´ et al., 2000) that is mainly geared towards
procedural and definitional questions over technical texts.
Two real world applications have so far been imple-
mented with the same underlying technology. The original
ExtrAns system is used to extract answers to arbitrary user
queries over the Unix documentation files (“man pages”).
A set of 500+ unedited man pages has been used for this
application. An on-line demo of ExtrAns can be found at
the project web page.2
More recently we tackled a different domain, the Air-
plane Maintenance Manuals (AMM) of the Airbus A320.
The combined challenges of an SGML-based format and
2http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/cl/ExtrAns/
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Figure 1: Architecture of the ExtrAns system
the more technical nature of the text and a larger size
(120MB)3 have been met using the original basic architec-
ture (Fig.1), plus a specialized XML based tokenizer and a
new CSS-based display utility.
Essentially, ExtrAns extracts answers from documents
by semantically comparing queries against document sen-
tences. This is achieved by deriving, from documents and
queries, the basic semantic relationships of each sentence
and representing them as Minimal Logical Forms (MLF).
These are representations that use selected reification and
underspecification to keep them open to dynamic, incre-
mental and non-destructive extension, depending on re-
quirements. Answers are derived from these logical forms
by deductive proof. This representation is both expres-
sive enough to allow non-trivial comparison and computa-
tionally “light” enough for real world applications. True,
this approach requires expensive deep linguistic analysis
of questions and documents, involving syntax, semantics
and consideration of lexical alternations (synonyms and hy-
ponyms) but it returns, in exchange, the exact answer sen-
tences (ideally) and often manages to even determine the in-
dividual parts of sentences constituting the exact answer(s)
to user questions.
The general design of the system is fairly standard.
A (very powerful) tokenizer identifies word and sentence
boundaries as well as domain specific multi-word terms.
Once tokenized, sentences are parsed using Link Grammar
(LG) (Sleator and Temperley, 1993). Link Grammar’s abil-
ity to predict the syntactic requirements of unknown words
ensures that an analysis of all sentences is returned. So
ExtrAns always produces MLFs, possibly extended with
special predicates that mark any unprocessed tokens as
“keywords”. Multi-word terms (to be extracted indepen-
dently and beforehand) are parsed as single syntactic units.
Relieving LG of the need to compute the internal structure
of such terms reduces the time and space involved for pars-
ing technical text by almost 50%.
A corpus-based approach (Brill and Resnik, 1994) then
disambiguates prepositional phrase attachments as well as
gerund and infinitive constructions. An anaphora resolu-
tion algorithm (Lappin and Leass, 1994) resolves sentence-
internal pronouns. The same algorithm can also be applied
3Still considerably smaller than the size of the document col-
lections used for TREC.
to sentence-external pronouns but this is not (yet) done in
ExtrAns.
From the resulting disambiguated linkage, semantic re-
lations between verbs and arguments as well as modifiers
and adjuncts are expressed as a MLF. Strict underspecifi-
cation ensures this only involves objects, eventualities and
properties. These predicates are conjoined, and all vari-
ables are existentially bound with maximal scope. By way
of an example, (1) represents the sentence, “A coax cable
connects the external antenna to the ANT connection”:
(1) holds(o1),
object(coax cable,o2,[v3]),
object(external antenna,o3,[v4]),
object(ANT connection,o4,[v5]),
evt(connect,o1,[v3,v4]),
prop(to,p1,[o1,v5]).
ExtrAns identifies three multi-word terms, translated
into (1) as the objects: v3, a coax cable, v4 an exter-
nal antenna and v5 an ANT connection. The entity o1
represents the fact of a ‘connect’ eventuality involving two
objects, the coax cable and the external antenna. This rei-
fied argument, o1, is used again in the final clause to assert
the eventuality happens ‘to’ v5 (the ANT connection).
The utility of reification, yielding the additional argu-
ments o1, o2, o3 and o4 as hooks to the abstract en-
tities they denote is that the expression (1) can now be
modified by monotonically adding constraints over these
entities without destructively rewriting the original expres-
sion (Schneider et al., 1999). So the sentence “A coax cable
securely connects the external antenna to the ANT connec-
tion” changes nothing in the original MLF, but additionally
asserts (2) that o1 (i.e. the fact that the coax cable and the
external antenna are connected) is secure:
(2) prop(secure,p8,o1).
This MLF only needs to refer to the reification of an
eventuality for further modification but other, more com-
plex, sentences will need to refer to the reifications of ob-
jects (e.g. for non-intersective adjectives) or of properties
(e.g. for adjective modifying adverbs).
ExtrAns extracts the answers to questions by forming
the MLF of the question and running Prolog’s theorem
prover to find the MLFs from which the question can be
derived. So,
“How is the external antenna connected ?’
becomes:
(3) holds(V1),
object(external antenna,O2,[V5]),
evt(connect,V1,[V4,V5]),
object(anonymous object,V3,[V4]).
If a sentence in the text used as a knowledge base asserts
that the external antenna is connected to or by something,
the query will succeed. This something is the anonymous
object of the query. If there are no answers (or too few)
ExtrAns relaxes the proof criteria by introducing hyponymy
related tokens as part of the MLF. Additionally, a sentence
identifier indicates from which tokens the predicate is de-
rived (not shown in the example above). This information
is used to highlight the (relevant parts of the) answer in the
context of the document (see Fig. 2).
This kind of very parsimonious representation could ap-
pear too “semantically weak” for general QA. This may be
true but it is optimized for the task at hand (AE) and can be
extended, at will, for more demanding tasks (such as full
QA). The MLFs can also be used to ensure that sentences
are retrieved that are, in strictly logical terms, not correct
answers, but they are useful nevertheless. Thus (4i-ii) are
useful (albeit not logically correct) answers, in addition to
the correct answers (4iii-iv).
(4) i. The external antenna must not be directly
connected to the control panel.
ii. Do not connect the external antenna before it is
grounded.
iii. The external antenna is connected, with a coax
cable, to the ANT connection on the ELT
transmitter.
iv. To connect the external antenna use a coax cable.
4. Text Types, Question Types, and Problem
Types
At present, discussions in the TREC community around
the further development of Answer Extraction and Question
Answering (e.g. in the “Roadmap” document (Burger et al.,
2001)) address a very large number of problem and ques-
tion types, many of them very thorny. However, they do so
almost exclusively against the background of one specific
document type, viz. newspaper texts.
We feel, on the basis of six years’ of development and
experimentation with Answer Extraction systems, that this
exclusive focus on a single, very specific, type of document
is not ideal, and that other document types should be con-
sidered from the beginning. There are three reasons for this:
1. Processing Strategies developed for newspaper texts
become less relevant to users accessing increasing vol-
umes of technical data.
2. Some important problems of AE/QA hardly occur in
newspaper texts.
3. Some of the problems that are quite fundamental to
any kind of AE/QA can be found in a more isolated,
“pure”, form in other types of text.
Concerning the first point, it is our experience that better
access to archived newspaper texts and similar documents
is low on the list of priorities for most potential users of
QA/AE-Systems in industry, administration, and academia.
One exception may be intelligence agencies with interests
in monitoring news streams. However, systems that al-
low high-precision access to the information stored in texts
covering narrower, more technical, domains would be wel-
comed by many organisations in business, administration,
and research. Cases in point are (among others):
 Technical manuals of complex systems (any large
technical system comes with massive manuals, most
often in machine-readable form)
 On-line help systems (for software or other compli-
cated products, such as some financial products)
 Customer queries (systems that process and answer e-
mails and/or Web inquiries)
 Access to abstracts and full texts of scientific articles
(such as Medline).
Concerning the second point, there are some important
problems not given sufficient weight in the Roadmap docu-
ment, due to the fairly specific characteristics of newspaper
texts:
 Domain specific terminology: It is generally rec-
ognized that the compilation and use of terminolo-
gies is a top priority for the automatic processing of
texts in technical applications. The use of a (reliable)
terminology for a given domain makes the process-
ing of texts vastly simpler, faster, and more useful
than without (the quality of Machine Translation sys-
tems, for instance, remains dismal without terminol-
ogy). However, the automatic compilation of termi-
nologies (“term extraction”) is basically an unsolved
problem (none of the available methods produce really
useful results). More work is needed in this field but
the problem is very peripheral in the Roadmap docu-
ment.
 Procedural Questions: In many of the applications
mentioned above (apart from natural language inter-
faces to technical manuals also on-line help systems
and customer e-mail processing systems) the procedu-
ral questions of the type “How do I do X?” (“How
do I convert Apple files to UNIX text format?”, “How
can I move funds from checking to savings?”) are of
paramount importance. However, this type of ques-
tion makes little sense in the framework of newspaper
texts, and is therefore given too little attention in the
Roadmap document.
 Generic Questions: In the documents used for the
above-mentioned types of applications (but also in on-
line encyclopedias etc.) many sentences are generic
(timeless rules). Typical questions directed at such
texts are “How do you stop a Diesel engine?” or
“What is a typhoon?”. These, too, are relatively rare
in newspaper texts (which normally describe individ-
ual, time-bound facts), and they are consequently not
mentioned in the Roadmap document 4. Although
generic sentences are admittedly a thorny problem
they must not be ignored, due to their general impor-
tance.
4A small number of definitional questions were included in
TREC9. In TREC10 their number was significantly higher, due to
the different source of the questions. It has however been observed
that a corpus of newspaper articles is not the best place to search
for answers to that type of questions (Voorhees, 2001).
Concerning the third point, there is a number of prob-
lems that are fundamental to any kind of AE/QA sys-
tem, and that do occur in newspapers texts, but which
are “drowned” by the numerous other difficulties resulting
from the characteristics of newspaper texts. Among them
are:
 Intensional constructions: Contrary to (almost) com-
mon belief, intensional constructions are fairly com-
mon in perfectly normal language, and not treating
them properly results in wrong answers. Cases in
point are “higher order verbs” (as in “pack attempts
to store the specified files in a packed form” - it may
not succeed) and intensional uses of adjectives (as in
“Only the super-user can allocate new files” - they
don’t exist yet).
 Anaphoric references: Although it has been argued
that anaphoric reference (by means of pronouns or
definite noun phrases) is irrelevant for document re-
trieval purposes (or even damaging) the situation is
definitely different for AE/QA. Crucial information
is often contained in sentences that refer to entities
only by anaphoric references. Moreover, information
is often given in technical manuals just once, so even
one missed pronominal reference may seriously im-
pair retrieval performance. Even for the relatively sim-
ple task of named entity recognition we must often
have recourse to some of the techniques needed for
reference resolution (“Bill Gates of Microsoft” &...
“Gates” ... “the Gates company” etc.).
 Pluralities: Reference to groups of objects (be it
through plurals [“dogs”] or through conjunctions
[“Fido and Rover”]) is a well-known headache, in par-
ticular due to the different possible readings of plu-
ral noun phrases (collective/distributive/cumulative:
“Fido and Rover fought/barked/ate up the food”).
While in many cases it is possible to leave underspec-
ified the exact number of objects introduced by plural-
ities this is no option when we want to get exact num-
bers from textual documents (e.g. via “how many”-
questions).
The specific characteristics of newspaper texts that
somehow overshadow these problems are:
1. Range of topics: Due to the vast range of topics cov-
ered by newspapers the topic of sense ambiguity be-
comes a top priority problem (cf. “Where is the Taj
Mahal?”). In more restricted domains we can usually
get away with little or no sense disambiguation (and
if we have to perform it, it is much simpler than in
open domains). Since sense disambiguation is a very
thorny problem, domains where it is not of primary
importance would be most useful.
The wide range of topics also creates the rather ill-
understood problem of the type “original vs. copy”
(“What is the height of the Statue of Liberty?” - only
the original, no models thereof).
2. Time-dependence of information: The things de-
scribed by newspapers are mostly time-dependent
(“When was Yemen reunified?” or “Who is the pres-
ident of Ghana?”). Keeping track of stages (i.e. the
changes that the world is undergoing) is difficult (not
least as we can, of course, refer to past states of af-
fairs, and would therefore be able to process the vari-
ous ways in which natural language encodes such in-
formation [the whole tense system!]).
3. Volume of information: The sheer volume of in-
formation in newspapers archives puts such a heavy
burden on processing systems that a strong bias to-
wards shallow analysis is created. One case in point
is SRI’s TACITUS which was replaced by FASTUS
for the MUC competitions, for reasons of speed alone,
although TACITUS is a much more powerful system.
Naturally, all these problems will have to be solved
sooner or later but, in our opinion, the far more fundamental
problems mentioned above could be approached best when
kept somewhat sheltered from these minefields.
We certainly do not argue against the use of very large,
TREC-like, collections of newspaper texts in the develop-
ment and evaluation of AE/QA systems but argue for the
early inclusion of more moderate volumes of technical texts
representative of other, very important, types of documents.
5. Evaluation of AE/QA Systems
As experience gained in the past QA tracks has shown
the question of how AE and QA systems shold be evaluated
consists of at least two components:
1. What should the answer sets look like?
2. How should the quality of an answer be determined?
The first question concerns, among other things, the
question of the size of the answer string and, connected
with it, that of answer justifications. There is agreement
that a fixed-length string that happens to contain the cor-
rect answer but in a wrong document context should not
be counted as correct (e.g. the answer string ”Bush” taken
from a document written when George Bush was president
but dealing exclusively with shrubs). However, this require-
ment forces assessors to consult the original document and
determine whether the answer string is justified. Clearly a
considerable element of uncertainty is entered into the eval-
uation that way (Is the justification allowed to be implicit in,
and/or distributed over, the document? When is an answer
justified?)5.
For a pure AE system, i.e. one retrieving explicit an-
swers rather than computing answers from possibly dis-
tributed, possibly implicit, information (as done by true QA
systems) this problem can be contained somewhat by re-
quiring systems to retrieve not fixed-length strings but (not
necessarily contiguous) fragments of sentences of poten-
tially unlimited length that, when concatenated, constitute
the complete answer, ideally as a well-formed sentence, as
seen in Fig. 2. That this is a sensible requirement becomes
5for the latter see:
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/
projects/webclopedia/controv-trec10-eval.html
particularly obvious in technical domains. Consider, for in-
stance, the question:
Do I need write permissions to remove a symbolic
link?
A 50-byte answer window may retrieve from the Unix man-
ual, among others, the string:
" need write permission to remove a
symbolic link, "
Checking the document sentence will reveal that this string
is a completely wrong answer as the sentence from which
it was taken is:
Users do not need write permission to remove a
symbolic link, provided they have write permis-
sions in the directory.
The arbitrary limit of 50 bytes just happened to cut off the
crucial negation. However, requiring the AE system to re-
turn a complete, ideally well-formed, sentence will result in
the justification to be part of the answer itself (in this case,
the entire document sentence should be returned).
Another aspect of the first question concerns the test
queries. Clearly, it is always better to use real world queries
than queries that were artificially constructed to match a
portion of text. By using, as we suggest, manuals of real
world systems, it is possible to tap the interaction of real
users with this system as a source of real questions (we do
this by logging the questions submitted to our system over
the Web). Another way of finding queries is to consult the
FAQ lists concerning a given system available on the Web.
By combining those two sources we compiled a list of 524
questions about the Unix domain. However, a large propor-
tion of them is problematic as they have no answers in the
document collection or are clearly beyond the scope of an
automatic system (for example, if the inferences needed to
answer a query are too complex even for a human judge).
Nevertheless they are a useful starting point for a set of test
queries in this domain.
Concerning the second issue, that of answer quality, the
standard measures of Precision and Recall are not ideal for
an Answer Extraction system, when applied to individual
answer sentences. It can, in particular, be argued that Re-
call is significantly less important than Precision, as the aim
of such a system is to provide (at least) one correct answer,
rather than all the possible answers in a given collection.
The user needs to find one good answer to a question and
they are not interested in repeatedly finding the same an-
swer.
In the Question Answering track of TREC a measure of
precision is therefore used that takes this into account, viz.
the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The Rank of a given re-
sult is the position in which the first correct answer is found
in the output list of the system. Over a given set of answers
the MRR is computed as the mean of the reciprocals of the
ranks for all the answers.
The problem with this approach is that the underlying
assumption, that an answer returned by an AE system is
either completely correct or completely wrong, is not en-
tirely realistic. Quite often we get a series of answers
Figure 2: Identifying Relevant Parts of Sentences.
which are all correct to some degree but not entirely cor-
rect. We need some kind of weighting, exactly as in doc-
ument retrieval, but again on the sentence level. The way
this weighting should be performed is, however, less clear.
One approach might be to find a representative set of cor-
rect answers by making a person write the ideal answers to
a number of questions (labour-intensive but feasible), and
then to find the sentences in the documents that are “se-
mantically close” to these ideal answers automatically.
Semantic closeness between a sentence and the ideal an-
swer, i.e. the weight of an answer sentence, could be com-
puted by combining the two measures that one might call
“succinctness” and “correctness”. Both measures com-
pare a potential answer sentence with the ideal answer. Suc-
cinctness and correctness are the counterparts of precision
and recall, respectively, but now on the sub-sentential level.
These measures can be computed by checking the over-
lap of words between the sentence and the ideal answer
(Hirschman et al., 1999), but we suggest a more content-
based approach. Our proposal is to compare not words in
a sentence, but their logical forms. Of course, this com-
parison can be done only if it is possible to agree on how
logical forms should look like, to compute them, and to
perform comparisons between them. The second and third
conditions can be fulfilled if the logical forms are simple
conjunctions of predicates that contain some minimal se-
mantic information. In this paper we will use a simplifica-
tion of the minimal logical forms used by ExtrAns (Schwit-
ter et al., 1999). Below are two sentences with their logical
forms:
(5) rm removes one or more files.
remove(x,y), rm(x), file(y)
(6) csplit prints the character counts for each file created,
and removes any files it creates if an error occurs.
print(x,y), csplit(x),
character-count(y), remove(x,z),
file(z), create(x,z), occur(e),
error(e)
As an example of how to compute succinctness and cor-
rectness, take the following question:
Which command removes files?
The ideal answer is a full sentence that contains the infor-
mation given by the question and the information requested.
Since rm is the command used to remove files, the ideal an-
swer is:
(7) rm removes files.
remove(x,y), rm(x), file(y)
Instead of computing the overlap of words, succinctness
and correctness of a sentence could now be determined by
computing the overlap of unifying predicates. The over-
lap of the unifying predicates (“overlap” henceforth) of two
sentences is the maximum set of predicates that can be used
as part of the logical form in both sentences. The predicates
in boldface in the two examples above indicate the overlap
with the ideal answer: 3 for (5), and 2 for (6).
Correctness of a sentence with respect to an ideal an-
swer (recall on the predicate level) is the ratio between the
overlap and the number of predicates in the ideal answer.
In the examples above, correctness is 3/3=1 for (5) and
2/3=0.66 for (6). This means that (5) is completely cor-
rect in that it returns all the relevant predicates while (6)
is only partially correct in that it describes the removal of
files by a command but that this command is not the “ideal
command” (the removal is, in fact, merely a side-effect of
a command whose primary purpose has nothing to do with
file removal).
Succinctness of a sentence with respect to an ideal
answer (precision on the predicate level) is the ratio be-
tween the overlap and the total number of predicates in
the sentence. Succinctness is, therefore, 3/3=1 for (5), and
2/8=0.25 for (6). This means that (5) returns only relevant
predicates while (6) contains some extraneous material.
Finally, a combined measure of succinctness and cor-
rectness could be used to determine the semantic closeness
of the sentences to the ideal answer. By establishing a
threshold to the semantic closeness, one can find the sen-
tences in the documents that are listed as answers to the
user’s query.
The advantage of using overlap of unifying predicates
against overlap of words is that the (semantically highly
relevant) relations between the words also affect the mea-
sure for succinctness and correctness. We can see this in the
following artificial example. Let us suppose that the ideal
answer to a query is:
(8) Madrid defeated Barcelona.
defeat(x,y), madrid(x),
barcelona(y)
The following candidate sentence produces the same pred-
icates:
(9) Barcelona defeated Madrid.
defeat(x,y), madrid(y),
barcelona(x)
However, at most two predicates can be chosen at the same
time (in boldface), because of the restrictions of the argu-
ments. In the ideal answer, the first argument of “defeat” is
Madrid and the second argument is Barcelona. In the can-
didate sentence, however, the arguments are reversed. The
overlap is, therefore, 2. Succinctness and correctness are
2/3=0.66 and 2/3=0.66, respectively.
While these ideas have not been implemented yet they
may be useful as a contribution to the question of how
answers in AE systems should be weighted according to
their quality. While the “gold standard” (the ideal answers)
would have to be compiled by hand, comparisons against
this standard could be done in a wholly automatic fashion.
6. Resources
Some of the resources that we used in our work are:
a The Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM) for the Air-
bus A320. The original SGML markup has been con-
verted into XML for simpler processing (in English,
120 MB total, 45 MB excluding markup).
b The Aircraft Troubleshooting Manual (ATM) for the
Airbus A320. Original SGML converted into XML
(in English, 62 MB total).
c The on-line manual of Unix (Solaris) in English.
d A list of 524 real user questions about Unix.
e A terminology database (semi-automatically ex-
tracted) for the aircraft manuals (approx. 3000 terms).
f Terminology Visualization Tools.
Additional XML markup that denotes the extracted
terms is automatically inserted into the manual. The
new markup tags can be tied to presentational infor-
mation (given e.g. by CSS stylesheets), so that when
the manual is browsed the terms are highlighted and
differentiated from the rest of the text. Most modern
web browsers are capable of handling such specifica-
tion of the information.
Of these resources all the manuals are copyrighted but
the lists (questions, terms) are not.
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